In our analysis, a quantisation scheme for local electromagnetic waves in vacuum is introduced by the model of nonideal Bose-gas consisting of Bose-particles (which are no photons) with spin one and mass m. The law conservation for total number of bosons of electromagnetic field provides the creation of quasi-bosons. The predicted quasi-bosons of electromagnetic field represent as phonons and may propagate by speed even more than speed of electromagnetic waves in vacuum. This fact destroys the Relativistic Theory of Einstein as well as displays a wrong sigh of so-called spontaneous breakdown of symmetry. On other hand, the fresh approach replaces the well-known spectrum energy of Planks photon gas by the spectrum energy of quasi-boson gas.
INTRODUCTION.
The field of prediction elementary particles is a very complex, and as yet not fully solved, Problem. The study of field theoretical models connected with spontaneous breakdown of symmetry (there is presence a non-zero vacuum expectation value) which occurs, if Lagrangian fully invariant under an internal Lee group were proposed by different authors [1] [2] [3] [4] . Following initial works, done by the Freund and Namby [2] , Goldstone [5] and Higgs [6] , exhibit on display the bosons as yields of Lorentz invariant relativistic field theory. In this letter, we predict an existence of quasi-bosons of electromagnetic field. This reasoning destroys a concept of the non-zero vacuum, and in turn the existence of Freund and Namby scalar bosons, Goldstone massless bosons and Higgs massive bosons because predicted quasi-bosons of electromagnetic field can be moved even by speeds more than velocity of electromagnetic wave in vacuum.
Theoretical description of quantization local electromagnetic field in vacuum within a model of Bose-gas of local electromagnetic waves, which are propagated by speed c in vacuum, was first proposed by Dirac [7] . He determined the vector potential for local electromagnetic field A by following form:
where
and A k are, respectively, the Fourier components of vector potentials electromagnetic field which represent as the vector Bose-operators "creation" and "annihilation" of Bose-waves with spin one and energyhkc; because the vector potential A satisfies to wave-equation
with condition div A = 0
However, in according to Dirac theory [7] , the Hamiltonian of radiationĤ R is presented as:
The form of Hamiltonian radiationĤ R in Eq.(4) contradicts to the Heizenberg equation of motion:
Indeed, at application of well-known Bose commutation relation:
we reach to non-sense result because Eq. (5) is presented by following form:
To avoid the given contradiction, we shall pursue a fresh approach for quantization of classic electromagnetic field, which considers the Fourier components of vector potentials electromagnetic field A + k and A k as the Pseudo-Bose-operators "creation" and "annihilation" of Bose-waves with spin one which cannot satisfy to Bose commutation relations but can be expressed by Bose-operators of Bose-particles.
QUANTIZATION ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD.
As first step our discussion, we present a way of investigation quantization scheme for electromagnetic field proposed by Dirac [7] where the Hamiltonian of radiationĤ R is presented as:
and
We notice that there is an equation in the Dirac theory, which has a following form:
In Eq.(15), the Dirac introduces by handling an unnecessary condition as div[ A × H] = 0 which implies a presence of H 2 = − A∇ 2 A. On other hand, it is easy to show that there is absence of contribution square vector magnetic field H 2 in the Hamiltonian of radiationĤ R in Eq. (8) . Indeed, to calculate of H 2 , we using of a supporting formulae from textbook [8] 
which is determined as
at application Eq.(3). Therefore, at using of Eq.(1), we posses
This reasoning is not allowing to introduce so-called an unnecessary condition as div[ A × H] = 0 which provides result presented in Eq.(4). Consequently, the Hamiltonian radiation in Dirac theory may take a following form:
within suggestion t = 0, presented in approach of Dirac [7] , with using of Eq.(1), we have
Inserting value d A dt from Eq. (14) into Eq. (13), we find the Hamiltonian of radiationĤ R by following form:
On other hand, we may claim an important condition for conjunction of vectors electric and potential of electromagnetic fields A · E = 0. This reasoning leads to the law conservation for intensity of electromagnetic field A 2 = const which in turn introduces a contribution to the Hamiltonian of radiation. In this context, we determine the Hamiltonian of radiationĤ 0 aŝ
where µ is the constant parameter which is similar to chemical potential for the Bose gas. In this context, our calculation shows that
Consequently, we obtain the Hamiltonian operatorĤ 0 in Eq.(16) by following way:
Obviously, we cannot arrive to diagonal form of operator Hamiltonian in Eq.(18) because as we have been saying the Fourier components of vector potentials electromagnetic field A + k and A k are the Pseudo-Bose-operators "creation" and "annihilation" of Bose-waves with spin one. Therefore, we express these components via Bose-operators of Bose-particles by following way, namely, we reformulate the vector potential electromagnetic field A via superposition of second quantization wave functions of one boson with spin one in point coordinate r at suggestion t = 0:
where A 0 is the amplitude of the vector potential electromagnetic field; ψ + ( r) and ψ( r) are, respectively, second quantization wave functions of creation and annihilation of free Bose-particles for one boson in the space of coordinate r [9] :
where the operatorsâ + k andâ k are, respectively, Bose-operators of creation and annihilation for free boson with wave-vector k, which in turn satisfy the Bose-commutation relations:
Consequently, within reformulation of the vector potential electromagnetic field A in Eq.(19) as well as introducing of assumption that the kinetic energy of boson can be expressed via amplitude of intensity electromagnetic wave A 
where the effective mass of bosons equals to
The evaluation of energy levels of the operatorsĤ 0 in Eq. (22) within diagonal form, we apply the Bogoliubov linear transformation [10] :
where L k is a symmetrical function of the wave vector k. Thus, the diagonal form of operator HamiltonianĤ 0 is presented as:
hence we infer that the Bose-operatorsb + k andb k are, respectively, the "creation" and "annihilation" operators of free quasi-bosons of electromagnetic field with energy
where v is the velocity of quasi-bosons which equals to
Thus, the predicted quasi-bosons of electromagnetic field represent as phonons with speed v in vacuum.
CONCLUSSION.
In summary, we reformulated the vector potential electromagnetic field via second quantization wave functions creation and "annihilation" of bosons with spin one and mass m. This reasoning implies that the local electromagnetic waves represent as medium consisting of interacting bosons of electromagnetic field, which induce the quasi-bosons. Obviously, at choice of condition for constant parameter as µ > − 2mc h 2 there are presence of quasi-bosons of electromagnetic field with speed v which is more than one of electromagnetic wave in vacuum v > c. Such result contradicts to Special theory of Einstein which deals with velocities v ≤ c. The existence of quasi-bosons with speed v > c in clear vacuum confirms a wrong sign of theories, proposed by Namby, Goldstone and Higgs, which are based on the existence of so-called vacuons [11] .
Thus, the fresh approach replaces the well-known spectrum energy Planks photon gas by one of quasi-boson gas with total energy presented by Eq.(24). Obviously, this fact has an important significant for fundamental physics.
